Adapt current tools for handling big data
To speed up discoveries of disease biomarkers and treatments, we must work out a cheaper and faster way to process, store and use the huge medical data sets that are rapidly becoming available (see, for example, Nature 506, 144-145; 2014) .
By 2015, it is likely that a typical hospital will create 665 terabytes of data a year (for comparison, the web archive of the US Library of Congress contains less than 500 terabytes). This information can be used to study and analyse treatments -for example, for tuberculosis and stroke -and to reduce health-care costs.
To handle such big data effectively (see also Nature 498, 255-260; 2013), we need to adapt classical information-processing tools. One computational challenge is how to manage the huge volume of detailed material as it becomes available, without sacrificing information. Another is that the data mostly represent physiological processes, the characteristics of which change over time.
Current methods are also inadequate for analysing collective information from different sensors, such as multidimensional descriptions from electroencephalography or magnetic resonance imaging of interactions between brain regions. Ervin Sejdić University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA. esejdic@ieee.org
Update forensics for deaths in Japan
Autopsies in Japan are performed on only 1.6% of all deaths, the lowest rate among developed countries. Cause of death is almost always determined by simple visual inspection, as it was 100 years ago. Japanese forensic medicine needs to catch up to avoid murders being overlooked.
In 2011, the National Police Agency announced that 43 murders had been missed since 1998, with many found to have been disguised as suicides or natural deaths.
The agency is now trying to carry out more autopsies, but examinations are often cursory because of budget restrictions. To tackle the problem, rigorous autopsies need to be performed routinely.
In 2012, two laws relating to death investigations were passed, and the government established the Committee for the Promotion of Cause of Death Investigation, which published interim reports in May 2013. No governmental agency will take responsibility for the budget, however, so little progress has been made.
Exposing the possible involvement of crime in unnatural deaths continues to be as hard as it ever was in Japan. 612-613; 2014) .
Hiroshi Ikegaya
Isaac Newton argued that "hypotheses … have no place in experimental philosophy", a view echoed by mathematician Roger Cotes: "Those who assume hypotheses as first principles of their speculations … may indeed form an ingenious romance, but a romance it will still be" (in I. B. Cohen Introduction to Newton's Principia; iUniverse, 1999) .
Such criticisms recognize the risk that scientists may filter data through their hypotheses, discounting results that do not Portugal's research funding is secure As president of the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), I disagree with André Levy's overly pessimistic view of prospects for young scientists in the country (Nature 506, 159; 2014) .
The cuts in PhD studentships and postdoctoral fellowships that Levy mentions have been partially
The authors recommend "protecting trees from animals". In the African and Asian tropics particularly, such a move would have to consider the needs of elephants, rhinoceroses and ungulates, for example, to avoid undermining conservation efforts and the crucial ecosystem functions that these animals provide, such as seed and nutrient dispersal.
There is also a risk that simplifying forests to optimize two ecosystem services would reduce forest resilience to pest outbreaks and droughts, and to climatic and environmental changes (R. F. Noss Conserv. Biol. 15, 578-590; 2001 validate the hypothesis as evidence that the experiment did not work -rather than as evidence that the hypothesis is false.
